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Introduction 

Welcome to the Cisco E-Mail Manager Implementation and Customization Guide. This 
introduction contains the following sections: 

• Audience 

• Cisco E-Mail Manager Documentation 

• Getting Started with E-Mail Manager 

• Getting Help 

Audience 

This guide is intended for integrators and administrators who are implementing and 
customizing E-Mail Manager for the particular business needs of a customer. 

Cisco E-Mail Manager Documentation 

The following documentation is available for E-Mail Manager Release 5.0(0): 

Document Audience Description Where to Find 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager 
Overview Guide 

All E-Mail 
Manager users. 

An overview of E-
Mail Manager 
functionality, 
capability, and 
architecture. 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager CD 

Help menu in the 
Administration 
Desktop 

Cisco Web site: 
www.cisco.com 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager 
Administration 
Guide 

Administrators 
and managers 
working with the 
Administration 
Desktop. 

Conceptual 
information about 
typical 
administrative 
and managerial 
tasks done 
through the 
Administration 
Desktop. 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager CD 

Help menu in the 
Administration 
Desktop 

Cisco Web site: 
www.cisco.com 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager Agent 
Guide 

Managers who set 
up agents and 
determine how 

Conceptual 
information about 
typical agent 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager CD 
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they will respond 
to e-mail 
messages, as well 
as those agents.   

tasks done 
through the Agent 
Desktop. 

Help icon in the 
Agent Desktop 

Cisco Web site: 
www.cisco.com 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager 
Installation and 
Configuration 
Guide 

Those who install 
and configure E-
Mail Manager on 
the server. 

Instructions and 
requirements for 
installing and 
configuring E-Mail 
Manager on the 
server. 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager CD 

Help menu in the 
Administration 
Desktop 

Cisco Web site: 
www.cisco.com 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager 
Database Guide 

Those who 
maintain the 
database used by 
E-Mail Manager, 
and those who 
generate reports. 

Descriptions of all 
database tables 
and columns 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager CD 

Help menu in the 
Administration 
Desktop 

Cisco Web site: 
www.cisco.com 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager 
Implementation 
and 
Customization 
Guide 

Those who are 
implementing and 
customizing E-
Mail Manager to 
fit particular 
business needs of 
the customer. 

Guidelines on 
implementing E-
Mail Manager to 
meet your 
business needs, 
 instructions on 
customizing the 
look of the Web 
interface, and 
information about 
extending the 
capabilities of 
rules and 
templates. 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager CD 

Help menu in the 
Administration 
Desktop 

Cisco Web site: 
www.cisco.com 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager 
Application 
Programming 
Interface Guide 

Programmers and 
developers 
creating external 
application to E-
Mail Manager that 
work with agents 
and messages. 

Reference 
information, 
instructions, and 
examples on 
building 
applications that 
communicate with 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager CD 

Help menu in the 
Administration 
Desktop 
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the E-Mail 
Manager API 
Server. 

Cisco Web site: 
www.cisco.com 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager External 
Data Access 
Guide 

Programmers and 
developers 
customizing E-
Mail Manager to 
work with data 
from an external 
database. 

Information on 
the External Data 
Access toolkit, 
which 
demonstrates how 
data from 
external 
databases can be 
used within E-Mail 
Manager. 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager CD 

Help menu in the 
Administration 
Desktop 

Cisco Web site: 
www.cisco.com 

Release Notes Those who are 
administering and 
managing E-Mail 
Manager. 

Information about 
the current 
release, known 
problems, and 
documentation 
updates. 

Cisco E-Mail 
Manager CD 

Cisco Web site: 
www.cisco.com 

 

In addition, for all screens in the Agent Desktop and the Administration Desktop, 
there is online help. 

If you are integrating E-Mail Manager with ICM Software, you should also consult the 
Cisco ICM Software documentation set. 

Getting Started with E-Mail Manager 

This section contains the following information: 

• Browser Versions 

• Browser Settings 

• Desktop Colors 

• Logging In to the Agent Desktop 

• Logging In to the Administration Desktop 

For more information about getting started with E-Mail Manager, or if you cannot 
successfully log in, see your system administrator. 
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Browser Versions 

To use the E-Mail Manager Web interface, you must be using Internet Explorer 5.5 or 
Internet Explorer 6.0. 

Browser Settings 

Before using E-Mail Manager, ensure that your browser is set up to: 

• Always accept cookies. 

• Compare the document in cache to the document on the network once per 
session. 

• Enable JavaScript 

• Enable Style Sheets 

Caution: Internet Explorer must use the Microsoft Virtual Machine for Java Applets.  

For specific instructions, see the documentation for your browser. 

Desktop Colors 

Your desktop computer must be set to display at least 256 colors in order for you to 
use E-Mail Manager successfully.   

Logging In to the Agent Desktop 

To log into the Agent Desktop, you can point your browser to server in one of the 
following ways: 

http://<hostName>/<instanceName> 

http://<hostName>/<instanceName>/default/cem/index.html 

http://<hostname>/<instanceName>/uicommander?req=cem.userMaintenance.ce
mLoginStart 

Note: The instance name part of the URL is case-sensitive and must be entered 
exactly as the instance was named on the E-Mail Manager server. 

You may want to include your user ID in the bookmarked URL, to automatically 
populate the Login Name field when the Log In page opens. To do this, you must use 
the URL in option b above, and include the user ID as follows: 
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http://<hostName>/<instanceName>/default/cem/index.html?user=userID 

Caution: Do not attempt to run multiple browser sessions on the same desktop with 
different user IDs or connected to different servers. Unexpected errors may result. 

Logging In to the Administration Desktop 

To log into the Administration Desktop, point your browser to the name of the 
server, followed by the port number, as follows: 

http://server-name:port-number 

The default port number for the Administration Desktop is 8088. If your installation 
has multiple instances, other instances will have different port numbers. 

In the Log In screen, enter your Login Name and Password.  

If there is another active session with your Login Name, you are prompted to close 
that session and log in again. 

Caution: Do not attempt to run multiple browser sessions on the same desktop with 
different user IDs or connected to different servers. Unexpected errors may result. 

Getting Help 

For issues with Cisco E-Mail Manager, your system manager can open a case through 
the Technical Assistance Center on the Cisco Web site: www.cisco.com. You will need 
your Contract ID to open a case. 

If you have questions, please call us at 800-553-2447, option #3, or send email to 
tac@cisco.com. From outside of the United States, call 1-408-526-7209. 
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Pre-implementation Planning for E-Mail Manager 

Prior to installing E-Mail Manager, Cisco recommends that you conduct a pre-
implementation planning phase. The planning phase helps you examine your current 
email processes and understand how to use E-Mail Manager to best suit your 
business needs. During the planning phase you: 

• Assess Your Current Message Handling System 

• Define your Mail Queues and Groups 

• Plan Keywords, Templates, and Message Categories 

• Consider Agent Roles 

• Create an Information Table 

Assess Your Current Message Handling System 

Begin the planning process by creating a detailed description and process flow of 
your current message handling system. Interview personnel to determine procedures 
and processes. Interview individuals with different roles (administrators, managers 
and basic users). Ascertain whether different departments within your organization 
use different methods for handling messages. 

Questions to consider when creating your description and process flow: 

• What is your current email system infrastructure/architecture? 

• How is email processed within the current system? How are messages handled?  

• Which Web forms (new or existing) will route mail to E-Mail Manager? (Web forms 
can play an important part in routing email messages. The more information a 
web form prepopulates, the easier it is to route mail and send it to the correct 
group/queue.) 

• Which POP3 mailboxes will route mail to E-Mail Manager? Is there a single 
mailbox for all messages? Are email aliases used? 

• How do staff monitor the email box? How many people currently process email 
messages? How is ownership of a particular email determined? 

• How do your agents escalate email messages? Do your agents have standard 
templates available to them to respond to customers? 

• Is there an autoreply process for incoming emails? Must email responses be 
approved before going out? How is email tracked to verify it has been answered? 

• What types of email reporting exist? 
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Define Your Mail Queues and Groups 

E-Mail Manager uses system rules to route messages to mail queues and groups for 
processing. To make it makes it easier to later define your system rules, begin by 
defining your queues and groups, and the message flows they will use. 

A queue/group relationship can be simple; for example, a one-to-one mapping 
between an email address and a particular queue. In most cases however, the 
relationship is more complex. 

For example, messages sent to support@company.com can be sorted into separate 
queues based on product names they reference. These queues could belong to 
groups, or to individual experts.  

Questions to consider when defining queues, groups and message flow: 

• What types of messages are received on a daily basis? On a weekly basis? 

• What is the volume of messages received on a monthly basis? 

• Are messages ever routed to a specific person? What happens when that person 
is out of the office? 

• Are messages currently routed to the correct groups? 

• Is there a threshold limit for overdue and overloaded group/queues? E-Mail 
Manager can push messages to agents whose role is configured for this feature. 
Will your business processes require this? 

Plan Keywords, Templates, and Message Categories 

In E-Mail Manager, keywords, response templates, and message categories are used 
respectively for mail routing, preformatted message responses, and reporting. 

To help you define and set up these entities, analyze your existing mail to determine 
common questions, appropriate responses, and reporting requirements. 

Suggestions for Analyzing Email 

• Analyze a minimum of 10% of incoming email messages over a given time period. 
Cisco recommends that you review no less than 300 messages. 

• Be sure the messages you review represent a cross-section of your email traffic. 
If your business is relatively stable, it may suffice to examine messages received 
over recent weeks. However, if your business experiences periodic changes (for 
example, new product introductions, marketing campaigns) you may want to 
review messages from different periods when these changes occurred. This helps 
you anticipate future questions. 

• Note both the typical message size and maximum message size. 
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With the Information You Gather 

• If your business includes agents assigned to specific areas of expertise, define 
these areas and associate terms or words with each. E-Mail Manager can searches 
incoming messages for these terms, and then route messages to the appropriate 
agent. 

• Determine keywords that will provide easy reference to the templates when 
writing rules. While keywords are business specific, a few simple examples are: 

o return 

o orderform 

o lostorder 

o shipped 

o offices 

• Plan the text for your standard templates. Determine if each template should 
have an attachment, and if so, collect the attachments. 

• Define the message categories you want to use. In E-Mail Manager, a message is 
assigned to a category either by a rule or by an agent when a message is 
handled. Because message categories are used mainly for reporting, your 
reporting requirements should be your prime consideration when making these 
determinations.  

Note: The keywords that are created, and the templates with which the keywords 
are associated are based on the implementation plan, business rules, and a content 
analysis of incoming messages. The Cisco E-Mail Manager allows 1000 keywords and 
templates to be created and used. This restriction of 1000 keywords is primarily 
made keeping in view the performance aspect of CEM. While creating new keywords 
/ templates, CEM will display and store 1000 keywords only. Adding more keywords 
might result in a state of CEM not able to recognize those extra keywords / 
templates beyond the stated limit. 

Consider Agent Roles 

Consider the different roles your E-Mail Manager users will have. A role defines an 
agent’s access to functionality, such as:  

• How the agent accesses messages 

• What mail the agent can read, claim, etc. 

• Privileges for managing system information, such as queues, libraries, users, 
and rules. 
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• E-Mail Manager includes six default roles (see the Cisco E-Mail Manager 
Administration Guide for a full description). After you install E-Mail Manager, you 
can edit privileges to create more roles as necessary. The default roles are: 

o Secured user 

o Average user 

o Push user 

o Privileged user 

o Manager 

o Subadmin 

Create an Information Table 

At the end of the planning phase, organize the information you gathered into a table 
like the one shown below. This facilitates the configuration and other setup that 
takes place during installation. 
 

Group/Queue Category Keywords/Prepopulated Web 
Form Information 

Assignment Setting 

Sales Software "NT," "Operating System" Round Robin To: 

Web Site Web "Check out," "Shopping Cart" Round Robin To: 

Catalog Catalog "request a catalog," "please send" Assign To: 

Distribution Shipping, Damage "Did you receive," "I did not get," 
"was broken" 

Assign To: 
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Using the Low-Level Rules Editor 

This topic describes how to use E-Mail Manager's Low-Level Rules Editor. It contains 
these sections: 

• What is the Low-Level Rules Editor? 

• Accessing the Low-Level Rules Editor 

• Understanding Rules in E-Mail Manager 

• Rules Language Syntax 

• Rules Parameters 

• Rule Examples 

What is the Low-Level Rules Editor? 

A rule is a sequence of primitive operations used to process messages. In E-Mail 
Manager, you typically create and edit rules using the GUI Rules Editor in the 
Administration Desktop.  

However, if your license allows, E-Mail Manager also provides a Low Level Rules 
Editor. The Low Level Rules Editor allows you to create or edit rules in a text-based 
environment, without the constraints of the GUI editor. This is most useful for 
situations requiring advanced message processing. 

Accessing the Low-Level Rules Editor 

The Low-Level Rules Editor allows you to edit any rule, including Personal 
Distribution and Root rules. There are several different ways to access the Low Level 
Rules Editor, only one of which is described here. For additional methods, see the 
online Help for the E-Mail Manager Administration Desktop. 

To access the Low Level Rules Editor: 

• In the E-Mail Manager Administration Desktop, open the Rules Tree screen. 

• In the left frame of the Rules Tree screen, select the root rule.  
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• In the Rule Explanation (right) frame, click the Edit Low Level link. Note: If the 
Edit Low Level link does NOT appear, your E-Mail Manager license may not allow 
low level rules editing. 

• Select the rule that you want to edit in the drop-down list and click LLEdit this 
rule. 

For additional instructions on editing rules and using the Low Level Rules Editor, see 
the E-Mail Manager Administration Desktop online Help. 

Understanding Rules in E-Mail Manager 

What are Rules Engine Variables? 

When a message arrives in its InBasket, E-Mail Manager prepends mail-like headers 
which describe the physical properties of the message (for example, its origin). The 
new message is then sent to the RServer, which converts all header information 
(including the original message headers) into internal variables. These internal 
variables are referred to as Rules Engine Variables (REVs). 

A REV is a list of strings, integers or date types, although often only the first item on 
the list exists. REV names are case-sensitive, limited to 40 characters, and are 
identical to the message headers from which they were derived. 

How do Rules use REVs? 

All rules engine operations pass arguments on a value stack which is comprised of 
REV values. Rules engine operations take arguments (if any) from the stack, operate 
on them, and return values (if any) to the stack. Some also create additional REVs.  

The most recent (top) value added to the stack is referred to as TOS (Top of Stack). 
The next is TOS1, and so on. Thus, an "and:" operation reads and removes TOS and 
TOS1, logically "ands" the two, and returns the result to the stack for the next 
operation to use.  

How are Rules Run Against Messages? 

Rules are run against a message as follows: 

• The message headers are converted to REVs. The message's tracking number (if 
any) is also discovered, and used to identify the prior owner of the message.  

• The message is examined for any internal headers that suspend rules processing 
(for example, reassignment, SLM escalation, or MailTrack headers).  
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• If the message has valid tracking number, usual rules are skipped and the 
owner's PDR (if it is enabled) is executed instead . 

• Rules are run against the REVs. Each rule results in an action, such as 
reassignment of the message to a different person or department. Rules execute 
in this order: 

Root rules are processed first. 

• After each root rule is processed, the stack is examined. If a TRUE value 
remains on the stack, the mail is processed according to the rules set up 
under the TRUE value. The same principle applies if a FALSE value 
remains on the stack. 

• If no values remain on the stack, the next rule in the queue is processed. 

• When all rules have run, processing stops and information about the message is 
logged in the database. 

Rules Language Syntax 

The Rule Language supports two kinds of syntax: 

• A value followed by a colon, such as: fetch: 

• A value followed by a colon and an internal argument, such as: fetch: subject 

• Internal arguments support the following escape rules: 

• Information in quotation marks is not touched; otherwise any leading or trailing 
white spaces are removed. 

• Information preceded by a backslash is treated as is it is contained in quotation 
marks. Exceptions to this rule are: /b, /f, /r, /t, and /v. 

Additional Notes 

• Rules can call other rules as subroutines. Rules that are never linked can only be 
called as subroutines. 

• Internal or global variables can be created as the result of certain actions. For 
example, global variables are created for all constants, which are coded as 
fetches. 
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The following additional variables can be used to process messages: 

 

Variable Name Description 

PKSOwner Current owner of the message. 

PKSPriority Priority assigned to the message. 

PKSMComment New comments attached to the message. 

PKSMessageID Message key (useful when calling connection handlers or SQL statements). 

PKSSkill Name of the skill (if the message was assigned was to a Skill Group).  

Template ID of the last autoresponse template sent out  

PKSMCategory Category assigned to the message. 

Rule Parameters 

 

Parameter Variable Description Example 

action: bool action: If TOS is TRUE, then continue 
processing the rule. If TOS is 
FALSE, stop processing the rule.  

fetch: BodyText  
const: "The following message was over 
the size limits" 
has: 
say: "*\tIf Body text has any of the 
patterns: \"The following me\ 
ssage was over the size limits\"\n" 
action: 
const: "false" 
set: PKSRoundRobin 
const: "admin" 
assign: 
say: "*\tAssign the mail to admin\n" 
const: "Oversized mail was truncated" 
comment: 
say: "*\tMake these Notes:Oversized mail 
was truncated\n" 
fetch: FALSE 
say: "*\tReturn FALSE\n" 

addcat: category-list 
addcat: 

Associates the category list, 
which is stored in the user_cats 
database table, with this 
message; similar to comment.  

 

and: bool bool and: 
bool  

Replaces TOS and TOS1 with 
(TOS && TOS1).This means that 

TRUE && TRUE => TRUE 

TRUE && FALSE => FALSE 

FALSE && TRUE => FALSE 

FALSE && FALSE => FALSE  

Similarly or: replaces the TOS 

fetch: RawBody  
const: "Eudora" 
has-all: 
say: "*\tIf Body or Any fields have all of 
the patterns: \"Eudora\ 
\"\n" 
fetch: RawBody 
const: "X-Priority: 1" 
has-all: 
say: "*\tIf Body or Any fields have all of 
the patterns: \"X-Prio\ 
rity: 1\"\n" 
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with the boolean or (||) of the top 
two values on the stack: 

TRUE || TRUE => TRUE 

TRUE || FALSE => TRUE 

FALSE || TRUE => TRUE 

FALSE || FALSE => FALSE 

and: 
action: 
setpri: 3 
say: "*\tSet the Priority to Urgent (3)\n" 
fetch: TRUE 
say: "*\tReturn TRUE\n" 

append: rev rev 
append rev  

Concatenates the strings of the 
first values (rows).  

fetch: BodyText  
fetch: Subject 
append: 
const: "out of the office","out-of-the-
office","vacation","auto-replied","auto-
submitted" \ 
,"autorespon","automatic 
response","sorry we missed you" 
has: 
say: "*\tIf Body or Subject field has any 
of the patterns: \"out \ 
of the office\" , \"out-of-the-office\" , 
\"vacation\" , \"\ 
auto-replied\" , \"auto-submitted\", 
\"autorespon\" , \"aut\ 
omatic response\" , \"sorry we missed 
you\"\n" 
action: 
const: "false" 
set: PKSRoundRobin 
const: "rejected" 
assign: 
say: "*\tAssign the mail to rejected\n" 
const: "This message was rejected 
because it is a suspected automat\ 
ic vacation response." \ 
comment: 
say: "*\tMake these Notes:This message 
was rejected because it is\ 
a suspected automatic vacation 
response.\n" 
fetch: TRUE 
say: "*\tReturn TRUE\n" 

assign: owner assign  Sets the Owner variable to TOS. 
After the rules finish processing, 
this internal variable is consulted 
to assign an owner to this piece 
of mail.  

const: "true"  
set: PKSRoundRobin 
fetch: PKSOriginalSkill 
assign: 
say: "*\tRound robin assignment to 
original Skill\n" 
fetch: TRUE 
say: "*\tReturn TRUE\n" 

autosug: template_key
word_list 
autosug  

Prepares an autosuggested 
response, using the keywords in 
the TOS REV. This response is 
sent immediately, not after the 
rules run.  

 

autosugn: template_key
word_list 
autosug  

Prepares an autosuggested 
response, which excludes the 
keywords in the TOS REV. This 
response is sent immediately, not 
after the rules run.  

 

autosugt: template_id_li
st autosugt  

Same as autosug , except that 
actual template IDs are used 
instead of keywords to create the 
response.  
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call: 
rulename 

? ? ? call ? ? ? Calls the named rule. If that rule 
is not found, an error message is 
generated. 

 

clone: instanceid 
agentid 

The instanceid is typically 
supplied by the tserver from the 
instance manager server. You can 
also use the email address of a 
CeM inbasket POP box. 

This feature takes all the headers 
of the current message that start 
with PKS (i.e., those headers that 
are put on the message by 
Inbasket) and turns them into X-
headers, as shown in the 
following example: 

X-PKSheader: POP=[instance POP 
box]; Value=[value] 

This feature then adds a few 
more headers: 

X-PKS_Assigned-to: POP=[POP 
box]; Value=[assigned agent id] 

X-PKS_Identity: POP=[POP box]; 
Value=[instance name] 

clone then differentiates itself 
from forward by adding this 
header: 

X-WLINTERNAL-Assign: [agent id 
to clone to] 

The PKS headers are stripped off, 
so that when the message arrives 
at the new instance's pop box, it 
will not already have a set of 
incompatible headers. 

Note that you could also design a 
rule that examines the trail of 
forwards to determine if the 
message needs further routing.  

X-PKSheader: POP=[instance POP box]; 
Value=[value] 

X-PKS_Assigned-to: POP=[POP box]; 
Value=[assigned agent id] 

X-PKS_Identity: POP=[POP box]; 
Value=[instance name] 

X-WLINTERNAL-Assign: [agent id to clone 
to] 

comment: comment_tex
t comment  

Adds a note or comment to this 
mail; this action is immediate, 
occurring before the rules are 
processed.  

fetch: BodyText  
fetch: Subject 
append: 
const: "out of the office","out-of-the-
office","vacation","auto-replied","auto-
submitted" \ 
,"autorespon","automatic 
response","sorry we missed you" 
has: 
say: "*\tIf Body or Subject field has any 
of the patterns: \"out \ 
of the office\" , \"out-of-the-office\" , 
\"vacation\" , \"\ 
auto-replied\" , \"auto-submitted\", 
\"autorespon\" , \"aut\ 
omatic response\" , \"sorry we missed 
you\"\n" 
action: 
const: "false" 
set: PKSRoundRobin 
const: "rejected" 
assign: 
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say: "*\tAssign the mail to rejected\n" 
const: "This message was rejected 
because it is a suspected automat\ 
ic vacation response." \ 
comment: 
say: "*\tMake these Notes:This message 
was rejected because it is\ 
a suspected automatic vacation 
response.\n" 
fetch: TRUE 
say: "*\tReturn TRUE\n" 
Parameter Description 

const:  constant 
value(s) 

const 
new_const  

Sets up an internal constant with 
the values delimited by a comma, 
as shown in the following 
example : 
const:"banana","apple","mango" 

Note that all values between the 
quotes ( " ") will remain 
unchanged, except for the C-style 
escaped values( \n,\r etc.). You 
can also use escape #, if 
necessary.  

fetch: BodyText  
const: "The following message was over 
the size limits" 
has: 
say: "*\tIf Body text has any of the 
patterns: \"The following me\ 
ssage was over the size limits\"\n" 
action: 
const: "false" 
set: PKSRoundRobin 
const: "admin" 
assign: 
say: "*\tAssign the mail to admin\n" 
const: "Oversized mail was truncated" 
comment: 
say: "*\tMake these Notes:Oversized mail 
was truncated\n" 
fetch: FALSE 
say: "*\tReturn FALSE\n" 

constt: pktm_format 
date 

constt 
pktm_date  

Creates a pktm constant for 
testing recurrent dates. Ranges 
can be set for minutes (min), 
hours (hr), day-of-the-week 
(dow), day-of-the-month (dom), 
month (mon), and year (yr). 

The format is: min0-min59, hr0-
hr23, dow0-dow6, dom1-dom31, 
moy0-moy11, and yr70-yr99 
(1970 1999), or yr0-yr38 (2000 
1038).  

 

cyclone:  OPTIONLIST 

cyclone  

Turns on the cyclone or MailWrap 
flag. When this flag is on, a 
special piece of email is created, 
using the options listed in the 
OPTIONLIST parameter. Possible 
options include the following:  

A special header is added to the 
body  

The original message is quoted  

COMM -- comments  

TEMP -- suggested templates  

SIGN -- signatures  

PRIO -- priority  

The new message is then sent 
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out to a predefined email 
address.  

dconst: date_constant 

dconst 
date_value  

Creates a date constant, which is 
numbered internally as the 
number of seconds since Jan 1, 
1970 GMT and resolved only at 
runtime. Internal constants are: 

Today  

Yesterday  

Days Ago nnn  

Hours Ago nnn  

Raw (unix_date) 

 

dup: A dup A A  Copies the top of the stack. This 
command is typically used when 
evaluating a complicated 
command that contains duplicate 
sub-commands.  

 

ecall: endrule  For internal use only. N/A 

endrule: endrule  For internal use only. N/A 

eq: val1 val2 eq 
bool  

If the val1 == val2, return TRUE; 
otherwise, return FALSE. This 
works for strings and numerics, 
and also for the pktm dates 
described in the constt 

 

eval: eval-program 
eval: 
eval_result  

Runs an evaluation program on 
the string in the stack, then 
returns the result of this 
evaluation.  

 

exists: something 
exists bool  

Typically returns a value of TRUE, 
unless TOS is MISSING. In this 
instance, it returns a value of 
FALSE.  

 

exit: exit  Exits this rule or returns from a 
subroutine rule.  

 

fetch: rev fetch rev  Pushes the specified fetch 

value on the stack, as shown in 
this example:fetch: Subject  

fetch: Subject 

fgo: label bool fgo  Changes the flow of control to the 
specified label if TOS is FALSE.  

fetch: Subject 
const: "banana" 
has: 
fgo: noabanana 
say: "has a banana\n" 
go: merge 
label: nobabanana 
say: "Yes, we have no bananas\n"  
label: merge 

ge: val val1 ge 
bool  

If val >= val1, return TRUE; 
otherwise, return FALSE. Note 
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that values can either be numeric 
or strings.  

go: label 

 

go  Goes to the label specified in this 
rule. Unknown labels generate 
error messages, and act like exit . 

fetch: Subject  
const: "banana" 
has: 
fgo: noabanana 
say: "has a banana\n" 
go: merge 
label: nobabanana 
say: "Yes, we have no bananas\n" 
label: merge 

gt: 

 

val val1 gt 
bool  

If val > val1, return TRUE; 
otherwise, return FALSE. Note 
that values can either be numeric 
or strings.  

 

has: 

 

text-list 
pattern-list 
has bool  

If any of the patterns in the 
pattern-list match any substring 
in the text-list, push TRUE; 
otherwise push FALSE.  

 

 

A pattern matches insensitively to 
case and spaces in a pattern 
"mean" any string of non-
alphanum characters, like spaces, 
commas, linefeeds and symbols. 
As a side effect, the variables 
MATCH and MATCHTEXT are set 
up: they hold the matching 
pattern and the text that it 
matched.  

fetch: BodyText  
const: "The following message was over 
the size limits" 
has: 
say: "*\tIf Body text has any of the 
patterns: \"The following me\ 
ssage was over the size limits\"\n" 
action: 
const: "false" 
set: PKSRoundRobin 
const: "admin" 
assign: 
say: "*\tAssign the mail to admin\n" 
const: "Oversized mail was truncated" 
comment: 
say: "*\tMake these Notes:Oversized mail 
was truncated\n" 
fetch: FALSE 
say: "*\tReturn FALSE\n" 

has-all: 

 

text-list 
pattern-list 
has-all bool  

like HAS but all the patterns must 
be in one of the string(s) 
somewhere. MATCH and 
MATCHTEXT are set up the same 
way.  

fetch: RawBody  
const: "Eudora" 
has-all: 
say: "*\tIf Body or Any fields have all of 
the patterns: \"Eudora\ 
\"\n" 
fetch: RawBody 
const: "X-Priority: 1" 
has-all: 
say: "*\tIf Body or Any fields have all of 
the patterns: \"X-Prio\ 
rity: 1\"\n" 
and: 
action: 
setpri: 3 
say: "*\tSet the Priority to Urgent (3)\n" 
fetch: TRUE 
say: "*\tReturn TRUE\n" 

label:  label-name 

label  

label marks a space in the rule for 
go :, </font style="font-size: x-
small;" size=2> tgo :, and fgo : 
to use. It does not affect the 
stack.  

fetch: Subject 
const: "banana" 
has: 
fgo: noabanana 
say: "has a banana\n" 
go: merge 
label: nobabanana 
say: "Yes, we have no bananas\n" 
label: merge 

le: val val1 le 
bool  

If val <= val1, return TRUE; 
otherwise return FALSE. This 
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works for strings and numerics, 
and also for the pktm dates 
described in the constt 

log: logstring log  

 

The log string (up to 255 chars) is 
written to the log. This feature is 
used debugging purposes.  

N/A 

lt: 

 

val val1 le 
bool  

If val < val1, return TRUE; 
otherwise return FALSE. This 
works for strings and numerics, 
and also for the pktm dates 
described in the constt 

 

mail: mail  

 

Attempts to recreate mail out of 
the existing headers and body, 
and then puts it into the 
database, where a mailer process 
will try periodically to send it out. 
Also logs this action to the 
mess_action table in the 
database.  

 

maillog: maillog  

 

Same as mail , except nothing is 
logged to the mess_action table 
in the database. This feature is 
used for testing purposes.  

N/A 

merge: 

 

list list1 
merge 
merged-list  

Merges list and list1  

ne: 

 

val val1 ne 
bool  

If val != val1, return TRUE; 
otherwise return FALSE. This 
works for strings and numerics, 
and also for the pktm dates 
described in the constt 

 

not: bool not bool  

 

Turns TRUE to FALSE, and FALSE 
to TRUE.  

 

or: 

 

bool bool xx 
bool  

Returns TRUE if either TOS or 
TOS1 is TRUE.  

 

pop: anything pop  

 

Takes the value at the top of the 
stack and discards it. This feature 
is used when there is an extra 
result or byproduct that you want 
to keep from cluttering the stack.  

X-PKS_Assigned-to: POP=[POP box]; 
Value=[assigned agent id]  
X-PKS_Identity: POP=[POP box]; 
Value=[instance name] 

printf: printf-
format 

 

arg1 arg2 
arg3 printf 
result 

Creates a REV with a string in it 
formatted like printf; note that 
the arguments are used in 
reverse order. The format string 
simply has a single "%" to stand 
in the place of the substitution. 
Refer to the following example: 

printf: "text here %, this is a \% 
sign"  

printf: "your phone number is %\n" 

quote: 

 

text quote 
quoted-text  

Creates a variable out of what's 
on the TOS with quote characters 
(e.g., > ) in front of each line and 
returns it.  

fetch: Subject  
const: "banana" 
has: 
fgo: noabanana 
say: "has a banana\n" 
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go: merge 
label: nobabanana 
say: "Yes, we have no bananas\n" 
label: merge 

reassign: rev reassign  Reassigns an existing message to 
a new user or group.  

 

reply: option 

 

reply  Creates an autoresponse (option 
== 0) or notice (option==1), 
similar to mailing, and puts it in 
the database to be mailed out by 
the mailman daemon. It also 
notes this fact in the actions 
database.  

The reply mail is created out of a 
different set of parameters that 
must be set up before calling the 
reply. These parameters are as 
follows: 

RFrom 

From whom the reply will appear to 
be. Defaults current "To:" 
name. RTo 

From whom the reply will appear to 
be. Defaults current "To:" 
name. To whom the reply is 
addressed. Defaults current 
"From:" name OR ReplyTo, if 
there one. RSubject 

From whom the reply will appear to 
be. Defaults current "To:" 
name. To whom the reply is 
addressed. Defaults current 
"From:" name OR ReplyTo, if 
there one. The new subject 
line. Defaults to current 
Subject, with "Re: " 
prepended. RDate 

From whom the reply will appear to 
be. Defaults current "To:" 
name. To whom the reply is 
addressed. Defaults current 
"From:" name OR ReplyTo, if 
there one. The new subject 
line. Defaults to current 
Subject, with "Re: " 
prepended. The Date defaults 
to current date. RBody 

From whom the reply will appear to 
be. Defaults current "To:" 
name. To whom the reply is 
addressed. Defaults current 
"From:" name OR ReplyTo, if 
there one. The new subject 
line. Defaults to current 
Subject, with "Re: " 
prepended. The Date defaults 
to current date. The actual 
mail body. There is no default 
value. TReplyTo 

 

req:  text pattern Performs regular expression fetch: Body 
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req bool  parsing and returns variables with 

the matched parts. MATCH is the 
whole substring that matched. 
MATCH1, MATCH2, etc. are the 
substrings in parens that match. 
Note that these substrings are 
POSIX RE's, not perl-style RE's. 
For example, character classes 
are specified as [:class: 

] where the classes are:</font 
size=2>alnum, digit, punct, 
alpha, graph, space, blank, lower, 
upper, cntrl, print, xdigit.  

Character ranges are also 
supported. For example: 

[ a-zA-Z0-9 ], where 

fetch: Body 

req: "Phone 
.*([[:digit:]]{3}.+[[:digit:]]{3}.
+[[:digit:]]{4})" 

action: 

fetch: MATCH1 

printf: "your phone number is 
%\n" 

req: "Phone 
.*([[:digit:]]{3}.+[[:digit:]]{3}.+[[:digit
:]]{4})" 
action: 
fetch: MATCH1  
printf: "your phone number is %\n" 

reqo: 
options  

reqo  

 

Sets options for the req 
parameter. These options are 
typically set to 
EXTENDED,NEWLINE 

parameter. These options are 
typically set to xxxThe following 
options are supported:  

EXTENDED 

uses "newstyle" RE's (i.e., set this 
all the time...). ICASE 

uses "newstyle" RE's (i.e., set this 
all the time...). compiles 
matching words, but ignores 
case sensitivity.NEWLINE 

 

route:  instanceid  The route feature is similar to the 
clone feature. In both cases, the 
instanceid 

feature. In both cases, the is 
typically supplied by tserver from 
the instance manager server. You 
can also use email address of a 
CeM inbasket POP box. This 
feature takes all the headers of 
the current message that start 
with PKS (i.e. those that are put 
on the message by Inbasket) and 
turns them into X-headers, as 
shown in the following example: 

feature. In both cases, the X-
PKSheader: POP=[instance POP 

X-PKSheader: POP=[instance POP box]; 
Value=[value] 
X-PKS_Assigned-to: POP=[POP box]; 
Value=[assigned agent id] 
X-PKS_Identity: POP=[POP box]; 
Value=[instance name]  
X-WLINTERNAL-Assign: [agent id to clone 
to] 
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box]; Value=[value] 

feature. In both cases, the xxx 
This feature then adds a few 
more headers: 

X-PKS_Assigned-to: POP=[POP 
box]; Value=[assigned agent id] 

X-PKS_Identity: POP=[POP box]; 
Value=[instance name] 

clone differentiates itself from 
forward by adding this header: 

X-WLINTERNAL-Assign: [agent id 
to clone to] 

The PKS headers are stripped off 
so that when the message arrives 
at the new instance's POP box, it 
will not already have a set of 
incompatible headers. 

Note that you could also design a 
rule that examines the trail of 
forwards to determine if the 
message needs further routing.  

say: format-
string 

 

arg1 ... say:  Prints a message to the log, like 
printf: . This parameter uses the 
same format string: 

say: "text % substitute there 
100\%" where a "\%" becomes 
"%", but otherwise is \.  

say: "text % substitute there 100\%" 
where a "\%" becomes "%", but 
otherwise is \. 

see: see Dumps the stack to the log. This 
feature is used for debugging 
purposes only. 

N/A 

set: 
varname 

value set  

 

Resets the value of varname to 
whatever is on the stack. If this 
value is new, it is put in the 
transaction variable store, and 
lasts only as long as the mail 
message is being processed. 
However, if the variable's name 
starts with "X-", this parameter is 
processed in the same manner as 
the setmh:  

const: "true"  
set: PKSRoundRobin 
fetch: PKSOriginalSkill 
assign: 
say: "*\tRound robin assignment to 
original Skill\n" 
fetch: TRUE 
say: "*\tReturn TRUE\n" 

setmh: 
varname 

 

value set  Operates exactly like the set: 
parameter, but also adds this 
variable to the list of mail 
headers to be used in sending out 
mail. Also used for adding new 
headers to the mail (mailed via " 
mail :"). Note that only "X-" 
headers will be added to notices 
(via reply: 

 

setpri: 
priority # 

 

setpri  Sets the priority of a message. fetch: RawBody  
const: "Eudora" 
has-all: 
say: "*\tIf Body or Any fields have all of 
the patterns: \"Eudora\ 
\"\n" 
fetch: RawBody 
const: "X-Priority: 1" 
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has-all: 
say: "*\tIf Body or Any fields have all of 
the patterns: \"X-Prio\ 
rity: 1\"\n" 
and: 
action: 
setpri: 3 
say: "*\tSet the Priority to Urgent (3)\n" 
fetch: TRUE 
say: "*\tReturn TRUE\n" 

sort: 

 

list sort list  Sorts the TOS alphanumerically.   

stop: 

 

stop  Halts the rules engine; no more 
rules will be considered, and the 
rest of the process will continue.  

 

swap: A B swap B A Swaps the order of the top two 
REVs on the stack.  

 

system: 
command 

 

v v system 
retcode  

Substitutes % in the same 
manner as the say and printf 
parameters, then sends this 
information to a system subshell. 
If return is -1, returns the return 
code.  

const: "system%00SELECT * FROM 
mess_actions WHERE (PksAction >= 400) 
\  
AND (PksUser ='user01')%00" 
tserver: Logins 

text: 
template-
name 

text text  

 

Reads the text out of the 
template database into a created 
variable and returns it. If the 
variable is not found, a value of 
MISSING is returned.  

 

 

tgo: label 

 

bool tgo  

 

 

Goes to the label if the TOS is 
TRUE.  

 

trackindb: trackindb bool Looks for the tracking number 
associated with this piece of mail 
in the database. If the number is 
found, this parameter returns a 
value of TRUE; otherwise it 
returns a value of FALSE.  

 

trackline: trackline text Returns the official tracking 
number phrase (which could be 
JavaScriptal lines) as a created 
variable.  

 

tserver: 
stem 

 

tserverconst 
tserver  

Acts like the &SQL statement in 
SHTML language. The 
tserverconst should be 
URLencoded, as it is in 
SHTML.The result is put in a stem 
variable. The eval: parameter 
should be used to parse the 
output. For example: 

const: "system%00SELECT * 
FROM mess_actions WHERE 
(PksAction >= 400) \ 

AND (PksUser ='user01')%00" 

tserver: Logins 

const: "system%00SELECT * FROM 
mess_actions WHERE (PksAction >= 400) 
\ 
AND (PksUser ='user01')%00"  
tserver: Logins 
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tserverh: 
handler_num 
stem 

tserverconst 
tserverh  

Acts like tserver: except that it 
parses the handler number, 
allowing a handler can be called 
directly.  

 

varsub: 

 

r r r varstring 
varsub: 
newstring 

Creates a new REV that uses the 
following syntax to substitute 
data either from the stack or from 
fetchable variables: 

<VARSUB NAME=nnn I=n 
DEFAULT=xx STACK=n/>  

NAME a REV name  

DEFAULT what to use if no REV  

STACK take the nth val on stack 
instead of a REV.  

For example: 

const: banana 

const: "<VARSUB NAME=Body /> 
has <VARSUB STACK=0/> in it" 

varsub: 

const: banana 
const: "<VARSUB NAME=Body /> has 
<VARSUB STACK=0/> in it"  
varsub: 

xemail: xemail: Turns a REV list of users into a 
REV list of their x-email 
parameters.  

 

Rule Example 

103:OverdueDefault |Overdue Default Action | 010 Odue 

const: "true" 
set: PKSRoundRobin 
fetch: PKSOriginalSkill 
assign: 
say: "*\tRound robin assignment to original Skill\n" 
fetch: TRUE 
say: "*\tReturn TRUE\n" 

 

Parameter Description 

const: 
Sets up an internal constant with the values delimited by a comma, as shown in the following 
example: const:"banana","apple","mango" 

Values placed in quotes ( " ") remain unchanged, except for C-style escaped values ( \n,\r 
etc.). You can also use escape #, if necessary. 

set: 
Resets the value of varname to whatever is on the stack. If this value is new, it is put in the 
transaction variable store, and lasts only as long as the mail message is being processed. 
However, if the variable's name starts with "X-", this parameter is processed in the same 
manner as the setmh: parameter. 
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fetch: 
Pushes the specified fetch value on the stack. 

assign: 
Sets the Owner variable to TOS. After the rules finish processing, this internal variable is 
consulted to assign an owner to this piece of mail.  
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Making Data Available for Dynamic Templates 

A dynamic template contains variables that allow email responses based on the 
template to pull data from a message, an external database, or both. Thus, 
responses based on the template are automatically customized for specific 
messages.  

This topic describes how to make message and external data available for use 
dynamic templates. It contains these sections: 

• What are Tokens? 

• How to Use the Key Field of a Token to Display Help 

• Using Message Data in a Template 

• Using Data from an External Database in a Template 

Note: For information on creating and modifying dynamic templates, see Cisco E-
Mail Manager Administration Guide. For information on using dynamic templates in 
responses, see the Cisco E-Mail Manager Agent Guide. 

What are Tokens? 

You incorporate message and database data in a template through the use of tokens. 
Tokens are variables that represent the dynamic content of the template. For 
example, the text of a dynamic template could read: 

"Thank you for your message of <Date/>, "<Subject/>" . . . 

<Date/> and <Subject/> are not the actual text a customer would see, but tokens. 
When the template is used in a response to a specific message, real values from that 
message are inserted in place of the tokens. For example, in a response to a 
message received on July 3, with the subject "Request for Product Information, the 
line is: 

"Thank you for your message of July 3, "Request for Product 
Information" . . . 

You define tokens in the sttokens.cfg file, located in the 
Instances/Instance_name/transact folder. The tokens used to represent standard 
message data are already defined in the file as installed. Tokens used to represent 
data from an external database must be created manually. 
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Using Message Data in a Dynamic Template 

You can use tokens in a dynamic template to represent the following standard 
message parts: 

• To Address 

• From Address 

• Reply To Address 

• Subject 

• Date 

• Tracking Number 

The tokens for these message parts are already defined in the sttokens.cfg file as 
installed. In the file, the message token definitions appear as follows: 
 
To, Emailmsg.1, "defaultTo", "ToField" 
From, Emailmsg.2, "defaultFrom", "FromField" 
ReplyTo, Emailmsg.3, "defaultReplyTo", "ReplyToField" 
Subject, Emailmsg.4, "defaultSubject", "SubjectField" 
Date, Emailmsg.5, "defaultDate", "DateField" 
TrackingNumber, Emailmsg.6, "defaultTrackingNumber", 
"CeMTrackingNnumber" 

Each line in the file represents a separate token definition. Each message token 
definition consists of these four elements: 

 

Element Example Description 

Token Name "To" The actual token name as it will appear when you create or modify a dynamic 
template. 

Internal 
Identification 

"Emailmsg.1" E-Mail Manager's internal identifier for the message part. 

Default Value "defaultTo" The default value for the token. The default is used in responses when the 
data item cannot be accessed or is null. 

Key "ToField" The key to call localized help text. 
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Editing Message Data Token Definitions 

Never edit a token's Token Name or Internal Identification. These elements are used 
internally by E-Mail Manager. However, you can edit the values for the following 
token elements:  

• Default Value: The default is inserted in to the template text when the data item 
cannot be accessed or is null. Because customers may receive the default in a 
response, you may want to edit this element. 

• Key: You can modify the key field to call different help text. 

How to Use the Key Field of a Token to Display Help 

You must follow the instructions below to have token help correctly appear in the 
Create Template or Modify Template screen: 

• Define the help key in the sstokens.cfg file. 

• Associate the help key with language-specific help text. 

• Restart services. 

Define the Help Key sstokens.cfg File 

A line defining a token in the sstokens.cfg file,  located in the 
Instances/Instance_name/transact folder, contains four  fields, for example: 
 
LastName, myDB.1012.110, "Field Not Available", "CustomerLastName" 

For tokens you create, you must specify the fourth item, the help key. 

Associating the Help Key with Language-specific Help Text 

You must then associate the key, "CustomerLastName", with a string in the language 
property file for each language used.  

Language files are named cem_ui_custom_<langCode>.properties where 
<langCode> is the language and country code, for example en_US for English. The 
property file contains strings of the format: 

key=string 

Custom language files are stored in the <UIServInstall>\uiroot\WEB- 
INF\properties\default\cem folder on each UI Server. 
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Following with the example above, the language property file would then have the 
line: 

CustomerLastName=The last name of the customer sending the message. 

Caution:  

• If you are using multiple UI Servers for the E-Mail Manager instance, you must 
make the same modifications to the custom language files on each server.  

• Language property files are overwritten when E-Mail Manager is upgraded.  You 
should back-up files you modify, so changes can be copied into new files. 

Note: If the E-Mail Manager instance is localized in Japanese, the language property 
file can only contain eight-bit characters, which must be expressed using Unicode 
notation. For example: 

TestField=\u30a4\u30f3\u30b9\u30bf\u30f3\u30b9\u540d 

(The string above is the Japanese translation of "Instance Name"). 

Restarting Services 

When you have defined the keys in the language property files, you must restart the 
E-Mail Manager services as well as the IIS and Web Publishing services on all 
computers running the UI Server for the instance. 

Using Data from an External Database in a Dynamic Template 

Configuring a dynamic template to use external data is more complex than 
configuring it to use message data. It requires the five general tasks listed below, 
each of which is described in greater detail later in this section. While there is 
possibility for variation, it is recommended that you perform the tasks in the order 
shown here: 

• Specify the database connection information 

• Define parameters 

• Define OpCodes 

• Define external data tokens 

• Specify the path to the stOpCodes.cfg file 

Note: The file names used throughout this section are examples, used for the sake 
of consistency. It is possible to use other names for these files, as long as the 
references within files to other files are correct. 
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Specifying the Database Connection Information 

The first task in configuring a dynamic template to use external data is to specify 
your database connection information. You do this in the 
wlconnectionsIDs.properties file, located in the 
Instances/Instance_name/properties directory.  

In the file, use the URL property to specify the database location. Specify other 
properties as required by your database. 

 

Sample: wlconnectionsIDs.properties file 

wlConnectionIds.myDB.disabled=F  
wlConnectionIds.myDB.username=jsmith 
wlConnectionIds.myDB.url=jdbc:weblogic:mssqlserver4:fauxcrm@fauxcrm:1433 
wlConnectionIds.myDB.description=myDB wlConnectionIds.myDB.required=T 
wlConnectionIds.myDB.driver=weblogicMicrosoft 
wlConnectionIds.myDB.password=fcrm 
wlConnectionIds.myDB.dbType=mssql 

Caution: wlconnectionsIDs.properties contains entries for the E-Mail Manager 
database (indicated by CEM), and the Pruner database (indicated by PRUNE). Do not 
modify the settings for these databases when you edit this file. 

Defining Parameters 

The second task in configuring a dynamic template to use external data is to define 
your parameters. Parameters are definitions of the data items in your database that 
you intend to use in your dynamic template. Each parameter must be defined in two 
places: 

• The STParams.java file 

• The ST.param file 

Creating the STParams.java file 

In STParams.java file, you define your data item parameters. To create the file: 

1. Create a file named STParams.java. You must create this file yourself; it is not 
delivered with E-Mail Manager. 

2. In the file, create a first line that reads: public interface STParams 

3. Create an entry for each data item you intend to use in your dynamic template. 
Each parameter must: 
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 Be defined as a public variable type int. 

 Be assigned a unique numeric identifier. Make sure the parameter values you 
use are not used elsewhere for external data access, including by the Pruner. 

 You MUST include a parameter named eMailAddress. This value will serve as 
the input used retrieve other data from your database. 

 Sample Entry: int LastName = 110; 

4. Compile the file into a Java class file. 

5. Place the file in the Instances/Instance-name/classes directory.  

 

Sample: STParams.java file 

public interface STParams 
{ 
int eMailAddress = 100; 
int CustomerId = 101; 
int CompanyName = 102; 
int CoAddress1 = 103; 
int CoAddress2 = 104; 
int CoCity = 105; 
int CoState = 106; 
int CoCountry = 107; 
int CoZip = 108; 
int FirstName = 109; 
int LastName = 110; 
int Title = 111; 
int PhoneNumber = 112; 
int PerfCustId = 113; 
} 

Creating the ST.param file 

In the ST.param file, you specify properties for the parameters you defined in the 
STParams.java file. To create the file: 

1. Create a file named ST.param. You must create this file yourself; it is not 
delivered with E-Mail Manager. 

2. In the file, create a first line that reads: import STParams; 

3. Create an entry for each parameter you defined in the ST.paras.java file. For 
each parameter, specify:  
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• Its data type 

• Whether or not a null value is allowed 

• The maximum data item length 

• Sample Entry: PARAM LastName { String, NULL, 200 }; 

Note: The value for the eMailAddress parameter cannot be NULL. This value will 
serve as the input used retrieve other data from your database. 

4. Save the file in the Instances/Instance-name/properties/odl directory.  

 

Sample: ST.param file 

import STParams; 
PARAM eMailAddress { String, NOT_NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM CustomerId { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM CompanyName { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM CoAddress1 { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM CoAddress2 { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM CoCity { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM CoState { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM CoCountry { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM CoZip { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM FirstName { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM LastName { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM Title { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM PhoneNumber { String, NULL, 200 }; 
PARAM PerfCustId { String, NULL, 200 }; 

Defining OpCodes 

The third task in configuring a dynamic template to use external data is to define 
your OpCodes. An OpCode is the specification of the data exchange between E-Mail 
Manager and an external database. An OpCode specifies: 

• What data is passed to the database 

• The SQL query or stored procedure used to select data 

• What data is returned to E-Mail Manager for use in a response 

Each OpCode must be defined in three places: 

• The STOpCodes.java file 
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• The ST.odl file 

• The stOpCodes.cfg file 

Note: It is possible to extend OpCodes to perform functions beyond the scope of 
data retrieval as described in this document. For more information, contact Cisco 
Professional Services. 

Creating the STOpCodes.java file 

In the STOpCodes.java file, you define your OpCodes. To create the file: 

1. Create a file named STOpcodes.java. You must create this file yourself; it is not 
delivered with E-Mail Manager. 

2. In the file, create a first line that reads: public interface STOpCodes 

3. Create an entry for each OpCode you want to define. Each OpCode must: 

 Be defined as a public variable type int. 

 Be assigned a unique name.  

 Be assigned a unique numeric identifier. Make sure the OpCode values you use 
are not used elsewhere for external data access, including by the Pruner. 

 Sample Entry: int getSTScenario1 = 1012; 

4. Compile the file into a Java class file. 

5. Place the file in the Instances/Instance-name/classes directory.  

 

Sample: STOpCodes.java file 

public interface STOpCodes 
{ 
int PersonalInfo = 1012; 
int CompanyInfo = 1013; 
} 

Creating the ST.odl file 

In the ST.odl file, you associate the parameters you defined in the STParams.java 
file with OpCodes you defined in the STOpCodes.java file. To create the file: 
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1. Create a file named ST.odl. You must create this file yourself; it is not delivered 
with E-Mail Manager. 

2. In the file, create these entries on the first and second lines: 

 import STOpCodes; 

 import STParams; 

3. Create an entry for each OpCode you declared in the STOpCodes.java file. Each 
entry must contain: 

 An OpCode name that matches one declared in the STOpCodes.java file. 

 An INPUT statement in the line immediately following the OpCode name. The 
INPUT statement must use the eMailAddress parameter and must include 
{yes} after the parameter name, indicating that a value for this parameter is 
mandatory. If desired, you can also create additional INPUT statements that 
use other parameters. 

 Output parameters corresponding to each of the parameters defined in the 
STParams.java file. 

 Code at the end of the OpCode definition that contains specific SQL 
statements, or a stored procedure, used to retrieve data from the external 
database. 

4. Save the file in the Instances/Instance-name/properties/odl directory.  

 

Sample: ST.odl file showing definitions for OpCodes named PersonalInfo and CompanyInfo 

import STOpCodes; 
import STParams; 
 
OPCODE PersonalInfo { 
INPUT eMailAddress {yes}; 
OUTPUT CustomerId; 
OUTPUT FirstName; 
OUTPUT LastName; 
OUTPUT Title; 
OUTPUT PhoneNumber; 
OUTPUT PerfCustId; 
Code Generic { 
SQL statements or a stored procedure call to retrieve data from the 
external database. 
}; 
} 
 
OPCODE CompanyInfo { 
INPUT eMailAddress {yes}; 
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OUTPUT CompanyName; 
OUTPUT CoAddress1; 
OUTPUT CoAddress2; 
OUTPUT CoCity; 
OUTPUT CoState; 
OUTPUT CoCountry; 
OUTPUT CoZip; 
Code Generic { 
SQL statements or a stored procedure call to retrieve data from the 
external database. 
}; 
} 

Creating the STOpCodes.cfg file 

In the stOpCodes.cfg file, you specify the database information for your OpCodes. 
To create the file: 

1. Create a file named STOpcodes.cfg. You must create this file yourself; it is not 
delivered with E-Mail Manager. 

2. Create an entry for each OpCode you want to configure. Each entry must contain 
these five elements: 

 

Element Example Description 

Access 
Method 

"PL" The method used by E-Mail Manager for external data access. This 
value must always be "PL" ("Persistence Layer"). 

Database "myDB" The database from which the data is to be retrieved for the token. The 
database must be defined in the wlconnectionsIDs.properties file. 

OpCode 
Number 

"1012" The numeric identifier for the OpCode. The OpCode number must 
represent an OpCode that exists in the STOpCodes.java file. 

Input 
Parameter 
Number 

"100" The numeric identifier(s) for the OpCode's input parameter(s). The 
parameter number must represent a parameter that: 

• Exists in the STParams.java file, and 

• Is defined as the OpCode's input parameter (in the ST.odl file) 

Note: A single OpCode definition can include multiple pairs of 
parameters and message parts (see next entry) if there are multiple 
Input statements for the OpCode. 

Input 
Parameter 
Source 

"Emailmsg.2" The E-Mail Manager internal identifier for the message part used as 
the source for the input parameter. 

Message Part           OpCode Syntax 

To                             Emailmsg.1 
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From                         Emailmsg.2 

Reply To                  Emailmsg.3 

Subject                     Emailmsg.4 

Date                          Emailmsg.5 

Tracking Number      Emailmsg.6 

Note: The Input Parameter Source you specify must be one of those 
listed above. The mandatory eMailAddress input parameter should use 
Emailmsg.2. 

It is possible to customize this functionality to use the output of one 
OpCode as the input for another OpCode. For more information, 
contact Cisco Professional Services. 

3. Save the file in the Instances/Instance-name/transact directory.  

 

Sample: STOpCodes.cfg file 

PL.myDB.1012:100.Emailmsg.2,  

Defining External Data Tokens 

After you have defined your parameters and OpCodes, you can create the tokens 
that will be used in your dynamic template. Unlike standard message data tokens, 
external data tokens are not predefined in sttokens.cfg; they must be added 
manually to the file.  

Below are examples of three tokens representing data in an external database: 

FirstName, myDB.1012.109, "Field Not Available", "Customer's First 
Name"  
LastName, myDB.1012.110, "Field Not Available", "Customer's Last Name" 
CompanyName, myDB.1013.102, "Field Not Available", "Customer's Company 
Name" 

Used in a template, these tokens might appear as: 

Dear <FirstName/> <LastName/> of <CompanyName/>. . .  

and result in a generated response such as: 

Dear John Smith of Acme Products . . .  

The format for an external data token definition differs from that for message data. 
Each external data token definition must contain the six elements shown below: 
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Element Example Description 

Token Name "FirstName" The actual token name as it will appear when you create or 
modify a dynamic template. 

Database "myDB" The database from which the data is to be retrieved for the token. 
The database name must correspond to the database specified for 
the OpCode in the stOpCodes.cfg file. 

OpCode Number "1012" The numeric identifier for the OpCode to be used by the token. 
The OpCode number must represent an OpCode that has been 
defined in: 

The STOpCodes.java file, and 

The stOpCodes.cfg file 

Parameter Number "109" The numeric identifier of the parameter whose data item will be 
used by the token. The parameter number must represent a 
parameter that: 

• Exists in the STParams.java file, and 

• Is referenced by the token's OpCode (in the ST.odl file) 

Default Value "Field Not Available" The default value for the token. The default is used in responses 
when the data item cannot be accessed or is null. 

Description "Customer's First 
Name" 

The label that is displayed for the in the Token drop-down list in 
the template editor. 

 

Specifying the Path to the STOpCodes.cfg File 

The final task in configuring a dynamic template to use external data is to specify the 
path to the stOpCodes.cfg file. You do this by adding an entry to the 
TServer.properties file, located in the Instances/Instance-name/transact 
directory. Your entry should be similar to the example show here: 

SMART_TEMPLATE_TOKEN_FILE=G\:\\email\\instances\\Production\\transact\\
stOpCodes.cfg 

Note: TServer.properties will already contain paths to the sttokens.cfg and 
stylesheet.cfg files. This information should not be modified except in the rare 
event that the path or file name has changed. 
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Rebranding E-Mail Manager 

This topic describes how to rebrand the E-Mail Manager user interface. It contains 
these sections: 

• What is rebranding? 

• Rebranding the Agent Desktop 

• Rebranding the Administration Desktop 

What is Rebranding? 

By default, Cisco branding appears in the Agent and Administration desktops. E-Mail 
Manager's rebranding feature allows you customize the interface to display your own 
company information. Rebranding lets you: 

• Display your own company logo in place of the Cisco logo. 

• Change the name of the product where it appears in the application (for example, 
in the browser title bar and on the Login screen). 

• Add a copyright statement. 

Note: Rebranding is instance-specific. To rebrand multiple instances of E-Mail 
Manager, you must individually apply the steps described below to each.  

Rebrandable Features 

The following E-Mail Manager features can be rebranded: 

 

Rebrandable Feature Where it Appears Notes 

Application Logo In Agent Desktop, upper-left 
corner of all screens except 
Login and Logout. 

In Admin Desktop, upper-left 
corner of all screens. 

Recommended approximate size: 75 x 
150 pixels  

Applying your own logo will cause a 
Powered by Cisco logo to appear in the 
upper-right corner of the screen. 

Application Name Login and logout screens, 
Browser title bar, About E-
Mail Manager window. 

The Application Name can only contain 
characters in the Latin character set. 

Copyright Statement Login screen and About E-Mail 
Manager window. 

A rebranded copyright statement appears 
in addition to, but does not replace, the 
Cisco copyright. 

The copyright statement can only contain 
characters in the Latin character set. 
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Login/Logout Logo In Agent Desktop, upper-left 
corner of login and logout 
screens. 

Recommended approximate size: 95 x 60 
pixels  

Applying your own logo will a Powered by 
Cisco logo to appear in the upper-right 
corner of the screen. 

Example: Agent Desktop rebranded to use Webline logo and product name 

Rebranding the Agent Desktop 

Because they use different architectures, the Agent Desktop and Admin Desktop 
must be rebranded separately. The procedure for rebranding differs for each. 

Rebranding the Agent Desktop 

To rebrand the Agent Desktop: 

Modify the cem_ui_custom.properties file, located at rebranding\example. In the 
file, specify values for any of these parameters: 

 common.loginLogo: The logo image file that appears on the agent login and 
logout screens. You can use any browser-supported image type. 

 common.appLogo: The logo image file that appears on all other agent screens. 
You can use any browser-supported image type. 

 common.appName: The name of the application.  

 rebrand.copyright: The copyright statement. 

2. Place the modified cem_ui_custom.properties file in the uiroot\WEB-
INF\properties\default\cem directory. 

3. Place the new logo image files in the www\imageroot\default\cem directory. 

4. In the properties.xml file, set the value for PRIVATE_BRANDED to 1. 
(properties.xml is located at uiroot\WEB-INF\properties\default\cem.) 

5. Restart Web Services. 

Note: To turn off rebranding for the Agent Desktop, set the value for 
PRIVATE_BRANDED in properties.xml back to 0, and then delete the 
cem_ui_custom.properties file in uiroot\WEB-INF\properties\default\cem 
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Performing a Test Rebrand 

E-Mail Manager includes preconfigured files you can use to perform a test rebrand of 
the Agent Desktop. To perform a test rebrand: 

1. Run copy_example.bat, located at rebranding\example. 

2. In the properties.xml file, set the value for PRIVATE_BRANDED to 1. 
(properties.xml is located at uiroot\WEB-INF\properties\default\cem.) 

3. Restart Web Services. 

Note: After the test, to turn off rebranding, set the value for PRIVATE_BRANDED in 
properties.xml back to 0, and then delete the cem_ui_custom.properties file in 
uiroot\WEB-INF\properties\default\cem 

Rebranding the Administration Desktop 

Because they use different architectures, the Agent Desktop and Administration 
Desktop must be rebranded separately. The procedure for rebranding differs for 
each. 

Rebranding the Administration Desktop 

To rebrand the Administration Desktop: 

1. Using a text editor, add the following lines to the rserver.cfg file ( rserver.cfg 
is located at: Instances\Instance-Name\engine.) 

PRIVATE_BRANDED=ON  This property/value enables private branding. 

APPLICATION_NAME=  Use to specify the application name. 

COPYRIGHT= Use to specify the copyright. 

Note: 

• You must modify rserver.cfg for each instance you want to rebrand. 

• The APPLICATION_NAME and COPYRIGHT can only contain characters in the Latin 
character set. 

2. To change the logo that appears on the Admin Desktop screens, place a copy of 
the image file you want to use as your logo in the bin\docs\user directory. The 
image file: 
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 Must be a .gif file. 

 Must be named logo_rebrand.gif. 

3. Restart the service for all affected E-Mail Manager instances. 
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Using JavaScript to Customize the Agent Desktop 

This topic describes how to use JavaScript to customize the E-Mail Manager Agent 
Desktop. Note that while JavaScript can be used to customize the Agent Desktop in a 
variety of ways, this topic limits its discussion to the creation of custom menus. It 
contains these sections: 

• What are Custom Menus? 

• Implementing a Custom Menu 

What are Custom Menus? 

E-Mail Manager allows you to display one or more custom menus on certain Agent 
Desktop screens, and then populate the menus with commands you create. You can 
create menu commands to perform any action that is scriptable through JavaScript. 
For example, you can create commands that: 

• Capture forms fields on an Agent Desktop screen and pass the data to another 
system 

• Call an external URL 

• Call another browser-based application 

Additionally, you can create different commands for different Agent screens. 

Implementation of the custom menu is instance-specific; that is, you can use 
different versions of the custom menu for different instances of E-Mail Manager (note 
that each instance of the Agent Desktop requires a separate UI Server installation).  

Where Do Custom Menus Appear? 

When implemented, custom menus appear on the following Agent Desktop screens:  

• Message 

• Personal Queue and Skill Group Queue 

• Response 

• Status 

• Wrapup 
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You determine the position of the custom menu by setting the index variable in the 
CemCustomOnDrawMenu() function. 

 

Custom Menu Sample and Template Files 

You create the code for your custom menu in a file named custom.js. Two versions 
of custom.js are delivered with E-Mail Manager:  

• A sample custom.js file is located in the UI Server's \customization\example 
directory. This file is prepopulated with sample menu items. 

• A template custom.js file is located in the UI Server's \customization\template 
directory. This file contains only the four callback functions necessary to power the 
custom menu. You can use it as a starting point when constructing your own 
custom menu. 

Implementing a Custom Menu 

Implementing a custom menu requires these steps: 

1. Editing the custom.js file 

2. Enabling the custom menu 
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Editing the custom.js File 

You create your custom menu by editing the Javascript code in the custom.js file. 
Before doing this, you should review the sample custom.js file located in the UI 
Server's \customization\example directory. 

To edit the custom.js file: 

3. Make a copy of the custom.js template file located in the UI Server's 
\customization\template directory. This will serve as your working file. 

4. Create your menus and menu items using the functions and variables described 
in the following sections. When planning your menus, remember that: 

 You can display multiple custom menus on a screen. 

 You can display different menus on different screens.  

 You can populate a single menu with different items on different screens. 

Custom callback functions 

The custom.js file must contain the four callback functions described below (these 
are already present in the template and sample files). From within these functions, 
you call other functions to populate your menus: 

 

Function Variables Description 

CemCustomOnDrawMenu page, 
index 

Called when the page loads. The page parameter 
indicates which screen the agent is on. The index 
parameter indicates how many main menu items have 
been added to the menu.  

Use this function to: Call the menu and add menu 
items. 

CemCustomOnMenuItemSelected page, item Called when a menu item is selected. The page 
parameter indicates which screen the agent is on. The 
item parameter indicates which menu item was selected.  

Use this function to: Add code to run when a menu 
item is selected. 

CemCustomOnLoad page Called when the page loads. The page parameter 
indicates which screen the agent is on.  

Use this function to: Add code to run on page 
initialization. 

CemCustomOnUnLoad page Called on page unload. The page parameter indicates 
which screen the agent on. 

Use this function to: Add code to run on page 
termination. Note: Code added to this function will run 
before the page unloads, and can therefore potentially 
block the page unload. 
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UI customization API functions 

From within the four callback functions described above, you can call the UI 
customization API functions listed below. You can also design and call your own 
functions. 

Function Valid in 
Screen 

Valid in Function Use To 

CemCustomAddPopupMenu All CemCustomOnDrawMenu Add a custom menu 

CemCustomAddItemMenu All CemCustomOnDrawMenu Add a menu item 

CemCustomAddSeparator All CemCustomOnDrawMenu Add a line separator between menu 
items 

CemCustomGetStatusData Status All Get an array of CemCustomStatusData 
objects that hold the data from the 
status screen. Includes the following 
fields: 

Queue, TotalCount, NewCount, 
OverdueCount 

CemCustomGetListMailData Personal 
Queue 
and Skill 
Group 
Queue 

All Get an array of CemCustomListMailData 
objects that hold the data from the List 
Queue screen. Includes the following 
fields: 

From, Status, Priority, Data, Subject, 
Box 

CemCustomGetListMailQueue Personal 
Queue 
and Skill 
Group 
Queue 

All Get the name of the queue that is being 
viewed 

CemCustomGetMailData Message, 
Response, 
Wrapup 

All Get a CemMailData object that holds the 
data about the mail message being read 
or responded to. Includes the following 
fields: 

messageKey, From, To, Subject, Priority, 
TimeSent, LastOwner, TrackingNumber, 
CurrentTime, LastNote, Escalated, 
AssignedBy, TimeReceived, 
CurrentOwner 

CemCustomGetMessageText Message, 
Response, 
Wrapup 

All Get the text of the mail message being 
displayed 

CemCustomGetResponseText Message, 
Wrapup 

All Get the text of the mail response being 
displayed 

CemCustomGetMailCategories Message, 
Response 

All Get a list of the categories assigned to 
the mail message 

CemCustomGetMailAttachments Response All Get a list of the attachments assigned to 
the mail message. Includes the following 
fields: 

FileName, Description 

Note: CemCustomGetMailAttachments 
only operates on attachments that were 
associated with a message by an agent -
- not on attachments sent to the system 
by a customer. 
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Page parameter values 

Use these values to specify Agent Desktop screens in your function variables: 

 

Agent Screen Value 

Message CemRead 

Queue CemListQueue 

Status CemStatus 

Response CemResponse 

Wrapup CemWrap 

Enabling the Custom Menu 

After editing the custom.js file, perform these steps to enable the custom menu for 
agents: 

1. In the properties.xml file, located at uiserver\uiroot\WEB-
INF\properties\default\cem, set the value of the JAVASCRIPT_CUSTOMIZATION 
property to 1. 

2. Place the custom.js file in the custom directory. If you run multiple instances of 
E-Mail Manager, you will need to do this for each UI Server instance in which 
your custom menu will be used. 

3. In the E-Mail Manager Administration Desktop, create one or more new roles and 
check the Enable user interface customization access privilege.   

Note: Setting this flag gives agents access to all items on the custom menu. You 
cannot control access to individual items. 

4. Restart the World Wide Web Publishing service on the server running the UI 
Server to have changes in the Agent Desktop take effect. 
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Glossary 

A 
access privileges: Access privileges define which functions users based on the role 

are able to perform. You set access privileges when defining a role. 

Administration Desktop: The Web application for completing typical administration 
tasks such as defining rules and maintaining agents and skill groups. 

agent: An individual - a customer-contact agent, manager, or administrator - who 
has a distinct ID with which to log in to E-Mail Manager. Each agent has an 
associated queue for assigned messages. Agents are specific to the E-Mail 
Manager instance and cannot be shared across instances. 

Agent Desktop: The Web application for completing typical agent and manager 
tasks such as retrieving and responding to messages, working with templates, 
and viewing real-time reports. 

alias: An e-mail address used for responses that make responses appear as if they 
came from a different e-mail address. 

application programming interface (API): The programming interface that 
allows third-party applications to access E-Mail Manager functions. 

archive: A holding place for messages after agents have completed working with 
them. Messages in the archive may still reside in the Primary Transaction 
Database until they have been moved to the LAMBDA database. 

assign: The placement of a message in an agent or skill group queue. 

attachment: A file that can be stored in E-Mail Manager for use in responses, or a 
file sent with an incoming message. 

autoresponse: A response, using a template that is sent automatically by a rule. 

autosuggestion: A template that a rule determines may be an appropriate 
response to a message. Such templates are not sent automatically; agents 
view the suggestions and must manually choose to use them. 

C 
category: A word or phrase that can be associated with a message by an agent (at 

the Response screen) or by a rule. 

CEMWatcher: A tool for monitoring E-Mail Manager from other Windows computers. 

Cisco Independent Reporting (CIR) database: The database that stores 
replicated data for reporting purposes. 

Configuration Utility: The application on the E-Mail Manager server used to 
configure instances. 

D 
default notification e-mail address: An Internet e-mail address used to alert a 

user to a message in E-Mail Manager, if specified by rules, and for MailTrack, 
which is used in distribution rules. 
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distribution rule: A rule that processes a message at the time the message is 
assigned to a user’s or skill group’s queue. A distribution rule executes when 
a message is assigned to a queue by rules, or by manual reassignment from a 
different queue. A distribution rule does not execute when an agent claims a 
message from a group queue. 

dynamic template: A template that contains variables that allow e-mail responses 
based on the template to pull data from a message, an external database, or 
both. Thus, responses based on the dynamic template are automatically 
customized for specific messages and customers. 

E 
escalate: The reassignment of a message while raising its priority one level. 

external data access: The bringing of data in a non-E-Mail Manager database into 
E-Mail Manager, either for display in the user interface or into rules for 
additional processing. 

external data access (EDA): The bringing of data in a non-E-Mail Manager 
database into E-Mail Manager, either for display in the user interface or into 
rules for additional processing. 

I 
InBasket: The component of E-Mail Manager that retrieves messages from one or 

more POP3 Mailboxes and Web forms and sends them to system rules for 
processing. 

instance: An instance is a partition of E-Mail Manager that uses its own databases, 
has its own configuration, and processes e-mail messages separately. Data in 
one instance is not accessible to other instances. One E-Mail Manager 
installation can support multiple instances. 

integration: For E-Mail Manager, the use of ICM software for routing messages to 
agents and for reporting across multiple channels. 

J 
JavaScript customization: The feature that allows you to use JavaScript to 

customize the Agent Desktop. 

K 
keyword: A word or phrase that can be associated with one or more templates. 
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L 
LAMBDA: Acronym for Load Adaptive Message-Base Data Archiving. It is the E-Mail 

Manager component that moves older messages to a secondary database for 
storage. 

library: A storage area for templates. Each template is saved in one (and only one) 
library based on its content and intended use. 

M 
mailing list: A group of multiple e-mail addresses (list members) under one list 

name. 

MailTrack: The forwarding of a message, as well as the tracking number, suggested 
response templates, comments, and other system information associated with 
the message. 

matrix: A set of instances that can exchange messages through rules. 

message access privileges: Role settings that determine which messages agents 
based on the role can work with,and what actions they can perform on 
messages. 

O 
opt-out list: A special list of e-mail addresses that is checked before a broadcast 

message is sent out. Opt-out list e-mail addresses do not receive broadcast 
messages, even if they are members of personal and public mailing lists. 

overdue escalation: The reprocessing of messages after they have waited in a 
queue for longer than the time period you set. 

Overdue rule tree: The rule tree that processes messages that are escalated 
because they have been in the queue longer than the default or queue-
specific Overdue Escalation Time. 

overload escalation: The reprocessing of the oldest messages in a queue after that 
queue contains more messages than the number allowed that you set. 

Overload rule tree: The rule tree that processes messages that are escalated 
because the number of messages in the queue was greater than the default 
or queue-specific Overload Escalation Threshold. 
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P 
pick mode: The workflow in which agents select messages from their personal 

queue and from skill group queues in which they are members. 

POP3 Mailbox: An account on an e-mail server that E-Mail Manager polls for 
incoming messages destined for the InBasket. 

Primary Transaction Database: The main database used by E-Mail Manager. This 
database stores such things as messages and agent and skill group settings. 

priority: The importance of a message, which can be set automatically by rules or 
manually by an agent. 

pull mode: The workflow in which agents retrieve messages from the Status screen 
by clicking Get Next for a single queue or for all queues in which the agent is 
a member. 

push mode: The workflow in which agents do not select messages from their queue. 
Messages from the agent's personal queue, as well as queues in which the 
agent is a member, are automatically presented for reading and responding 
to. 

Q 
queue: A storage space for messages, associated with an agent or skill group. 

R 
real-time displays: Reports that show the current status of agents and queues. 

reassign: The act of moving a message from one queue to another. 

rebranding: The feature that allows you customize the interface to display your own 
company's information. 

response: The reply to a message. 

role: A collection of settings and access privileges associated with agents. Each 
agent is based on a role. 

round-robin: The even distribution of messages to logged-in members of a skill 
group. 

RServer: The E-Mail Manager component that processes incoming messages and 
serves the Administration Desktop. 

rule: An object that tests a message for certain criteria and performs an action on 
the message if it meets those criteria. Rules are grouped into rule trees and 
subroutines. 

rule tree: The complete series of rules that process a message. 
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S 
service level management: A collection of several areas of functionality that 

enable you to manage messages so that you can ensure that: (1) agents in a 
skill group are working with an equal number of messages. (2)Messages that 
are not responded to in a set amount of time are escalated and re-processed 
according to rules you define. (3) Messages in queues with more messages 
than the number you set are escalated and reprocessed according to rules 
you define. 

skill group: A collection of agents who work with messages assigned to the skill 
group's own queue. 

SMTP Server: The server used by E-Mail Manager to send outgoing messages. 

subroutine: A single rule, or a linked series of rules, that is not part of the main rule 
tree through which messages pass. Subroutines process messages when they 
are called by other rules. 

T 
team: A collection of agents grouped for reporting purposes. 

template: A predefined response stored in a library for agents' use. 

TServer: The E-Mail Manager component that controls database transactions. 

W 
WebView: The application used for reporting, accessible through the Agent Desktop. 

wrap: The state agents go into when they are required to close a case after 
responding to a message.
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